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ABSTRACT
The idea of launching CashSloth started

CashSloth’s NFTs are true digital works of

between, Lazy Sloth, Business Sloth and Master

art created by our two talented in-house

Sloth, 3 cryptocurrency geeks, continuously

graphic designers, they are unique and have

investing in online markets and applications.

many different uses. They are separated in

Every time they sit together, they are debating

two collections:

“who will find the best project”, until one day,
everything fell right into place! They decided
to create their own project.

1.

Lottery NFT: such as huge rewards, trips
to the other side of the world and more.

CashSloth is aiming to impose itself as
the leader of free gambling,

with the

development of a completely free mobile

2. Poker NFT: access to private poker
games, with professionals providing the
best advices.

lottery application, as well as free online
casino

and

huge

projects

soon

to-be

launched!

Profits from lottery and online casino, passive
income in BUSD, rewards by collecting NFTs?

“Free money you say? “Effectively!
Yes, this has turned into reality. By taking
Not only free gambling applications, but also,

advantage of the new technologies of the

a token and NFT Art collections:

digital world, we offer the possibility for every
human being to increase their wealth!

CashslothToken, is a token based on the
Binance Smart Chain, which will be giving you

With substantial prizes and the expected

the chance to earn passive income of 6% in

growing success of the mobile app and

BUSD of each purchase transaction, and 6.84%

online casino, CashSloth could well reach the

BUSD of each sell transaction (distributed to

skies. Would you go along for the ride?

all holders). Furthermore, CashSlothToken
owners are considered shareholders and 20%
of the profits of the free lottery application
and online casino will be redistributed to
them on a quarterly basis, in BUSD.

CASHSLOTH MOBILE
Play the

lotto

for free with CashSloth

•

Fully free

mobile, without even paying 1 cent!

•

Prizes in Fiat / cryptocurrency

The

process

open

the

•

Consolation prizes

lotto

grid

•

No purchase in app

and validate it by watching an ad.

•

No registration for play

application,

is
fill

simple,
in

your

That’s it!
Fill in dozens of grids per day to increase
your chances of winning in real USD,
in our 3 daily draws. After filling in a
certain amount of grid you will have the
opportunity to participate for the special
weekly draw and unique prizes!

CASHSLOTH CASINO
CashSloth Casino is going to revolutionize

•

Fully free

the world of gambling, play multiple slots

•

Prizes in Fiat / Cryptocurrency

machines, roulettes and more for free!

•

No registration for play

Imagine a great place where everyone
wins without ever losing! USD, Crypto and
other gifts in the real or virtual world...

Phase 1
- Launch of website and social media channels. DONE
- Development of smart contract by Monkey Shanti,
famous and trusted contract coder - KYC (TechAudit), DOXXED (all our AMA) DONE
- Audit of smart contract by Tech Audit. DONE
- Private Pre-sale. DONE
- Development of the free lotto mobile App. Testing phase
- Cross Marketing for the application and the token, starting from 1st of July 2022
- Free Poker table for CSH Holder. Ongoing until we release Cash sloth Lottery NFT
- Listing on CoinGecko and CoinMarketCap. September-October depending on daily volume

Phase 2
- Establishment of the Corporate entity to launch the mobile App
- Launch of the free lotto application. 1st of August 2022
- Launching of the CashSloth Dashboard ( BUSD passive incom
generated) Starting in October
- Cross-marketing through Partnerships with other Crypto projects
- Marketing through continuous entertaining games and challenges

Phase 3
- Maintenance of the mobile App
- CEX Listings of the Token on major exchanges

Phase 4
- Future exciting projects
- Development of the online Casino
- Diversification of activities through a voting of the community

CRYPTO
ECOSYSTEM
CashSlothToken is a BEP20 deflationary token
issued on the Binance Smart Chain with a
total supply of 1 Quadrillion tokens. Moreover,
the liquidity pool will be fully locked, ensuring
safety and security for our community.

CSH is made available on PancakeSwap, a
Decentralized Exchange (DEX) for swapping
Binance Smart Chain Altcoin. CashSlothToken
also targeting to be listed into major
exchanges in the near future.

The earn aspect of CashSloth token is backed
by the imposed 15% tax for ongoing, and 17.1%
for outgoing transactions.
Ongoing transactions 15% tax:
6% Distribution in BUSD to holders
proportionally to the CashSloth token they
hold, enabling the latter to earn passive
income in a stable currency.

Outgoing 17.1% tax:
6.84% Distribution in BUSD.
5.70% Marketing, Development.
2.28% Liquidity.
1.14% Burn.
1.14% Developer fees.

5%
Marketing,
Development
allowing
CashSloth lottery app, online casino to
become a reality, and supporting CashSloth
marketing campaign.
2% Liquidity ensuring safety of investment for
CashSloth holders.

LIQUIDITY

1% Burn decreasing the number of circulating
tokens in the market.
Any transaction contributes to the liquidity
pool, distribution to holders, and marketing,
development expenses, enabling the project,
and community to continually grow.
The Development team holds 5% of the token,
which are locked for a year on TustSwap.
1% Developer fees.

BURN

EARN

DISCLAIMERS
No Warranties/Liability

Information Published

Arbitration

The whitepaper is provided
without any warranties of any
kind regarding any material,
any data, and/or services
provided. In no event shall
the owners of, or contributors
to, be liable of any damages
or any kind, including, but
not limited to, loss of use,
loss of profits, or loss of data
arising out of or in any way
connected with the use of
the whitepaper.

Information and material of
general nature are provided
in this Whitepaper. Nothing
in this Whitepaper can be
relied on for legal advice,
business advice, or advice of
any kind. In no way are the
owners of, or contributors to,
the whitepaper responsible
for the actions, decisions, or
other behavior taken or not
taken by, in reliance upon the
whitepaper.

The reader of the whitepaper
agrees to arbitrate any
dispute arising from or
in connection with the
whitepaper or this disclaimer,
except for disputes related to
copyrights, logos, trademarks,
trade names, trade secrets,
or patents.

The whitepaper does not
recommend
that
any
cryptocurrency should be
bought, sold, or held. Any
investment decision shall
undertake after a due
diligence.
No
guarantee
compliance with any country
across the world is given.

